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ABSTRACT: We report numerical evidence of a new type of wide-ranging organization
of mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs) in a model of the peroxidase−oxidase reaction, in the
control parameter plane defined by the supply of the reactant NADH and the pH of the
medium. In classic MMOs, the intervals of distinct periodic oscillations are always
separated from each other by windows of chaos. In contrast, in the new unfolding, such
windows of chaos do not exist. Chaos-mediated and nonchaos-mediated MMO phases are
separated by a continuous transition boundary in the control parameter plane. In addition,
for low pH values, we find an exceptionally wide and intricate mosaic of MMO phases that
is described by a detailed phase diagram.

SECTION: Kinetics and Dynamics

Chemical and biochemical reaction systems are famous for
displaying rich varieties of behaviors, including stationary,

periodic, self-pulsating, bursting, and chaotic oscillations.1−4

Frequently, chemical oscillations appear as mixed-mode
oscillations (MMOs), a complex dynamical behavior observed
abundantly both numerically and experimentally in numerous
prototypical systems. In biological systems, MMOs have
potential relevance for signal encoding.5−9 MMOs have also
been observed in a wide variety of oscillating chemical systems,
including homogeneous oscillators,10−13 pH oscillators,14−16

electrochemical systems,1,17−19 and, last but not least, the
peroxidase−oxidase (PO) reaction.20−24 For recent reviews
about MMOs and their applications, see, for example, refs 25
and 26.
MMOs consist of periodic cycles having a number of large

peaks intercalated by a number of small peaks in one period of
the oscillation. MMOs are commonly represented by a symbol
LS, where L and S denote the numbers of large- and small-
amplitude oscillations per cycle, respectively. This standard
classification emphasizes the peak multiplicity of the underlying
oscillatory time series. An alternative way to classify MMOs is
based on the bifurcations leading to mixed-mode behavior by
analyzing the slow and fast manifolds along which the
oscillations evolve.27,28

MMOs are typically encountered in parameter domains
where the dynamics changes from periodic to chaotic
oscillations. In particular, the standard MMO route to chaos

involves series with a growing number of peaks having adjacent
MMO states LS and LS+1 separated from each other by narrow
windows of chaotic dynamics. Because the MMO unfolding
scenario comprises multiple transitions between periodic
(MMO) and chaotic states, it is obvious that systems displaying
MMOs possess rich and intricate control phase diagrams. To
date, most studies of MMOs were performed by investigating
bifurcation diagrams along specific one-dimensional paths in
parameter space, thus providing local information that is often
interpolated to yield a global notion of the dynamics. On the
other hand, obtaining parameter continuation of bifurcations
between MMOs may turn out to be computationally
complicated. Furthermore, it is usually rather challenging to
try to understand global behaviors by analyzing bifurcation
diagrams obtained along just a few isolated one-dimensional
paths, particularly for systems governed by many equations and
parameters. When mathematical models are known, it is
fortunately possible to profit from recent advances in
computation to perform detailed calculations of all sorts of
oscillatory behaviors of a given reaction system at every point of
a control parameter plane of interest.
In this Letter, we report some remarkable phenomena

discovered while computing high-resolution phase diagrams for
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the PO reaction, which is the aerobic oxidation of NADH
catalyzed by the enzyme peroxidase. The PO system has a well-
studied reaction mechanism29 for which different detailed
mathematical models are available.30−33 Among them, the
mechanism proposed by Bronnikova, Fed’kina, Schaffer, and
Olsen31 (the so-called BFSO model, Table 1) reproduces with

good agreement most of the experimentally observed complex
dynamics such as, for example, chaotic oscillations, quasiperi-
odic oscillations, and MMOs. The BFSO model contains 10

variables (9 of them independent34) and 14 rate constants.
Here, we focus on the dynamics observed in experiments,23,24

namely, in the control parameter space spanned by the NADH
influx rate and the pH value of the medium. The latter is
accounted for by lumping the effect of pH changes into a single
rate constant, namely, the rate constant k9 (Table 1) of the pH-
dependent dimerization of NAD• radicals.24,35,36 This approach
was adopted previously in several studies, where selected
bifurcation diagrams in the k9,k12 parameter space were
calculated to explain experimental observations.24,35,36

The main findings reported here address three issues
concerning the global structural organization of MMOs. First,
we report the existence of a new type of MMOs where adjacent
LS are not mediated by windows of chaos. This remarkable type
of MMOs covers extended domains in control parameter space.
Second, we investigate how this nonchaos-mediated MMO
phase is connected to the region of classical MMOs, namely,
the region where adjacent MMO states are always mediated by
windows of chaos. Third, we demonstrate the existence of a
large and intricate mosaic of stability phases characterized by
chaos-mediated complex oscillations and displaying a peculiar
fault running through it (see the white box in Figure 1 and
described below).
Figure 1 shows a detailed phase diagram computed according

to the BFSO model of the PO reaction, as described in the
Computational Details. As can be seen from Figure 1, the
BFSO model predicts a rich and systematic organization of the
control parameter space spanned by the pH-dependent rate
constant of the dimerization of NAD• radicals (k9) and the rate
of NADH influx (k12).
The classical organization of MMO states can be clearly

observed in the upper right part of Figure 1, where series of
chaotic windows (black stripes) exist between the domains of
periodic oscillations with n spikes (local maxima) per period.
For example, classical MMOs were described previously in
detail along (i) one-parameter paths like line A, where k9 = 4.0
× 107 M−1 s−1 is constant and k12 varies,

24 or (ii) two-parameter
paths like B, where both parameters are modified simulta-
neously according to k12 = −8.8095 × 10−16 M2 × k9 + 1.4226
M s−1.

Table 1. Detailed (BFSO) Model of the PO Reaction31a

reaction Ri

rate constants
ki
g

(1) NADH + O2 + H+ →
NAD+ + H2O2

k1[NADH][O2] 3.0b

(2) H2O2 + Per3+ → Per5+ +
H2O

k2[H2O2][Per
3+] 1.8 × 107b

(3) Per5+ + NADH → Per4+

+ NAD•
k3[Per

5+][NADH] 4.0 × 104b

(4) Per4+ + NADH → Per3+

+ NAD•
k4[Per

4+][NADH] 2.6 × 104b

(5) NAD• + O2 → NAD+ +
O2

−
k5[NAD

•][O2] 2.0 × 107b

(6) O2
− + Per3+ → Per6+ k6[O2

−][Per3+] 1.7 × 107b

(7) 2O2
− + 2H+ → H2O2 +

O2

k7[O2
−]2 2.0 × 107b

(8) Per6+ + NAD• → Per5+ +
NAD+

k8[Per
6+][NAD•] 9.0 × 107b

(9) 2NAD• → NAD2 k9[NAD
•]2 variableb,c

(10) Per3+ + NAD• → Per2+ +
NAD+

k10[Per
3+][NAD•] 1.8 × 106b

(11) Per2+ + O2 → Per6+ k11[Per
2+][O2] 1.0 × 105b

(12) → NADH k12 variabled

(13) O2(gas) → O2(liquid) k13[O2]eq 6.0 × 10−3e,f

(−13) O2(liquid) → O2(gas) k−13[O2] 6.0 × 10−3e

aRate constants are taken from ref 24. Pern+ are the oxidation states of
peroxidase: Per2+ is ferrous peroxidase; Per3+ is ferric peroxidase; Per4+

is compound II; Per5+ is compound I; and Per6+ is compound III.
bUnits: M−1 s−1. cBetween 0 and 1.0 × 108. dBetween 1.0 × 10−7 and
1.40 × 10−7 M s−1. eUnits: s−1. fThe value of [O2]eq is 1.2 × 10−5 M.
gThe concentrations of H+ are absorbed into the rate constants ki.

Figure 1. Phase diagram spanned by the rate constant k9 of the pH-sensitive NAD
• dimerization and the NADH influx rate, k12. The phase diagram

displays the number of peaks contained in one period of the periodic oscillations, encoded according to the color bar. White and black denote
regions of stationary (nonoscillating) and chaotic oscillations, respectively. As seen from the particular organization of the black stripes of chaos,
standard chaos-mediated MMO sequences occur along one-parameter paths like the line A and two-parameter paths like line B. The new nonchaos-
mediated MMOs occur along paths like line C. The complex region inside of the box is magnified in Figure 3.
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By contrast, at lower values of k12, that is, at lower supply
rates of NADH, a quite distinct organization of MMO states is
found, for instance, along the two-parameter path C, defined by
k12 = −8.80952 × 10−16 M2 × k9 + 1.2226 × 10−7 M s−1. Along
this path, the peak-adding scenario between the LS and LS+1

MMO domains is not mediated by any chaotic window. Instead,
these MMO domains are delimited by a common boundary
across which transitions occur via continuous deformations that
create and destroy peaks in periodic oscillations in a similar way
as recently described for the infinite-dimensional Mackey−
Glass delayed feedback system37 and for a CO2 laser with
feedback.38 As k9 is decreased, the bifurcation diagram plotted
along line C in Figure 1 spans from a domain of 10 oscillations
to a domain of 13 oscillations, always showing smooth
transitions between adjacent domains. At each transition, the
number of small-amplitude peaks changes, whereas the
amplitude of the large-amplitude peak remains essentially
unaffected during the transition (Figure 2).
Figure 2 presents bifurcation diagrams along the two-

parameter paths B and C, corroborating the two scenarios
already described for Figure 1, namely, the chaos-mediated and
the nonchaos-mediated MMOs. Figure 2a,c,e depicts bifurca-
tions along line B in Figure 1, showing that each transition 1S

→ 1S+1 is mediated by a domain of chaotic oscillations. Note
that there is a jump in amplitude of the large-amplitude
oscillation as the system enters the chaotic window located
between adjacent MMO states. Such jumps are typical for the

classical organization of MMOs and correspond to known
scenarios obtained numerically24,35 and experimentally in the
PO reaction.21−24 Analogously, Figure 2b,d shows bifurcation
diagrams calculated along the two-parameter path C that
corroborate the new, nonchaos-mediated MMO scenario,
namely, that transitions between 1S and 1S+1 domains occur
in the absence of windows of chaos. Interestingly, the
magnitude of the large-amplitude oscillations is barely affected
when the system changes from a 1S to a 1S+1 MMO following
the nonchaos-mediated route.
The transition from the chaos-mediated to the nonchaos-

mediated MMO scenarios takes place at a certain boundary
located between the lines B and C in Figure 1. When
approaching this borderline from B to C, that is, from the side
of the classical MMOs, the pattern of the oscillations inside of
the chaotic window found in between two adjacent MMO
states 1S and 1S+1 changes. The closer the border is approached,
the tinier the variations become between the large- and small-
amplitude oscillations in the chaotic MMOs. This observation
is in good agreement with the finding of Bronnikova et al.,35

who reported that the transitional chaotic dynamics is
generated via tori that undergo homoclinic bifurcations to
chaos and that these tori become progressively “fatter” as k9 is
decreased. This “fat torus scenario” shows that as k9 is
decreased, the variation in amplitude of chaotic oscillations also
decreases, as corroborated by our bifurcation diagrams.

Figure 2. Comparison of bifurcations diagrams for the classical chaos-mediated MMOs along line B of Figure 1 (left column) and the new nonchaos-
mediated MMOs along line C (right column). Panels (c) and (d) show magnifications at low Per6+ concentrations, and (e) shows that at high Per6+

concentration. The bifurcation diagrams were obtained by calculating the maxima of the concentrations of Per6+ (variable x3) oscillations at different
values of the pH-dependent rate constant of the NAD• dimerization, k9.
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Figure 3 shows a magnification of the region inside of the
white box drawn in Figure 1. This region contains a rather
complex alternation of MMO sequences mediated by (black)
stripes of chaos. Each of the MMO states unfolds via successive
peak-doublings as k12 is increased, eventually giving way to a
narrow window of chaos. As the bifurcation parameter is varied
further, the chaotic window gives way to a new MMO state.
This motif is repeated in each MMO window along increasing
values of k12. For reference, Figure 3 contains two vertical lines,
L and R. Bifurcation diagrams along the close neighborhood of
such lines look relatively similar, showing typical features of the
classical MMOs, although small differences can be noticed in
specific places. Interestingly, Figure 3 shows a fault running
roughly halfway between lines L and R.
Figure 4a,b shows bifurcation diagrams computed along the

vertical lines L and R, respectively. They corroborate the

unfolding described for Figure 3, showing the presence of peak-
adding sequences, where subsequent MMOs 1S and 1S+1 are
separated by chaotic windows (Figure 4c,d).
The main difference in the bifurcation diagrams along lines L

and R (Figure 4a and b, respectively) is found in the behavior
of the large-amplitude peaks. While in the bifurcation diagram
along line R the magnitude of the large-amplitude oscillation
decreases as the number of small-amplitude oscillations S per
MMO increases (Figure 4b), the magnitude of the high-
amplitude oscillations remains unaffected when the bifurcation
diagram is calculated along line L (Figure 4a).
We performed a detailed classification of the oscillatory

behaviors, periodic or not, supported by the BFSO model of
the PO enzyme reaction. The model aims at a detailed
description of the enzyme reaction system, and it has a fairly
high dimension when compared to models so far considered in

Figure 3. Magnification of the white box in Figure 1 showing a complex mosaic of stable phases of oscillations of distinct multiplicity. Along lines L
(k9 = 1.1 × 107 M−1 s−1) and R (k9 = 2.8 × 107 M−1 s−1), one finds chaos-mediated MMO sequences. Bifurcation diagrams calculated along these
lines are presented in Figure 4. Note that there is a fault running halfway between lines L and R. The bifurcation diagram shown here is spanned by
the rate constant of the pH-sensitive NAD• dimerization, k9, and the NADH influx rate, k12.

Figure 4. Bifurcation diagrams along the lines (a) L and (b) R of Figure 3. Magnifications of the domains of low x3 (i.e., Per
6+) concentrations along

(c) line L and (d) line R. Bifurcations along lines L and R show both the classical chaos-mediated MMOs. The bifurcation diagrams were obtained
by calculating the maxima of the concentrations of Per6+ (variable x3) oscillations at different values of the NADH supply rate, k12.
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other disciplines, in studies involving phase diagrams in
parameter space. Here, we focused on the k9,k12 control
parameter plane because this is the control plane that has been
extensively studied24,35 and compared with experiments run at
different pH values.23,24 Our phase diagrams show precisely
where the number of spikes changes as a function of the control
parameters. From Figure 1, one sees that the parameter region
containing the classical chaos-mediated MMOs is essentially
confined to the upper right portion of the figure, above the
diagonal parallel to line C, namely, the region of larger values of
k9 and k12. Below said diagonal, one predominantly finds
nonchaos-mediated MMOs. The parameter space partition into
chaos-mediated and nonchaos-mediated MMOs domains is
robust. We also report that the control parameter space
contains an interesting region where several MMO sequences
accumulate, as shown in Figure 3. In fact, in this region, the
complexity increases as MMO sequences unfold in a rather
complicated way. This complexity defies a systematic
description other than by graphical means.
The numerical calculations required very long transients due

to the selected initial conditions, which were chosen such as to
mimic the beginning of an experiment. On the other hand, the
relatively long transient and integration times detailed in the
Computational Details were dictated by the rich dynamical
sequence of MMOs in the parameter window of Figure 3 and
were selected so as to generate diagrams robust against changes
of the integrator step size. Outside such window, MMOs
stabilize considerably quicker, with transient and integration
times reduced by a factor of 5 producing diagrams showing no
dependence on the integrator step size. We remark that,
currently, there is no method to locate stability phases
analytically for arbitrary oscillations, so that the only way to
find them is by direct numerical computations.
There are a number of enticing open problems associated

with the stability diagrams reported here. From the point of
view of applications, they provide reference charts against
which one may compare phase diagrams computed for other
models and, quite importantly, compare experimentally
obtained diagrams. Thus, our stability diagrams can contribute
to find possible limitations of both the underlying theoretical
framework and its associated reaction mechanisms. Whereas
the classical chaos-mediated MMO sequences have already
been confirmed experimentally in the PO reaction,21−24 the
new nonchaos-mediated unfolding reported here remains to be
observed in experiments. We believe the experimental
confirmation of the nonchaos-mediated MMO unfolding at
lower values of k12 to present an interesting and rewarding
challenge.
As already pointed out, the BFSO model contains a large

number of variables. To assess the structural stability of both
the model for the PO reaction and that of the nonchaos-
mediated MMO sequences, we have started to study simplified
versions of the reaction mechanism, for which reduced versions
with 8, 7, and 6 independent variables are avaliable.34 We hope
also to elucidate which modifications in the dynamics are
brought about by the simplification of the model, thus allowing
one to access the “price” to be paid for working with reduced
models of the PO reaction. These results will be reported
elsewhere.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The BFSO model (Table 1) translates into the following
differential equations

̇ = − +x k x x k x x k x x1 2 4 10 3 1 6 8 3 5 (1)

̇ = −x k x x k x x2 3 1 6 4 2 6 (2)

̇ = − + +x k x x k x x k x x3 8 3 5 11 7 9 6 8 10 (3)

̇ = + −x k x x k x k x x4 1 6 7 7 8
2

2 4 10 (4)

̇ = + − − −

−

x k x x k x x k x x k x x k x

k x x

25 3 1 6 4 2 6 5 5 7 8 3 5 9 5
2

10 5 10 (5)

̇ = − − − +x k x x k x x k x x k6 1 6 7 3 1 6 4 2 6 12 (6)

̇ = − − + − −

+
−x k x x k x x k x k x x k x

k [O ]
7 1 6 7 5 5 7 7 8

2
11 7 9 13 7

13 2 eq (7)

̇ = − −x k x x k x k x x28 5 5 7 7 8
2

6 8 10 (8)

̇ = −x k x x k x x9 10 5 10 11 7 9 (9)

̇ = − + − −x k x x k x x k x x k x x10 2 4 10 4 2 6 6 8 10 10 5 10 (10)

The correspondence between phase-space variables xl and
chemical species is x1 ↔ Per5+, x2 ↔ Per4+, x3 ↔ Per6+, x4 ↔
H2O2, x5 ↔ NAD•, x6 ↔ NADH, x7 ↔ O2, x8 ↔ O2

−, x9 ↔
Per2+, and x10 ↔ Per3+. Here, Pern+ denotes the oxidation state
of the enzyme peroxidase, and the oxygen solubility limit in
solution, [O2]eq, is 1.2 × 10−5 M. The initial conditions were
chosen such that (x1,x2,...,x9) = 0.0 and x10 = 1.5 × 10−6 M.
Under these conditions, the initial value of x10 determines the
total enzyme concentration present in the reaction system. The
initial conditions reproduce the situation at the beginning of an
experiment, where the reactor only contains the enzyme (Per3+,
variable x10), and the other two reactants (NADH and O2)
begin to be fed to the reactor (mimicked by k12 and k13,
respectively).
To produce phase diagrams, the parameter window of

interest is covered with a mesh of typically 1200 × 1200
equidistant points. Then, for each point, the temporal evolution
is obtained by integrating numerically eqs 1−10 using the
standard fourth-order Runge−Kutta algorithm with fixed time
step of h = 0.005. In Figures 1 and 3, integrations were
performed horizontally from right to left starting from the
chosen initial conditions (x1,x2,...,x9) = 0.0 and x10 = 1.5 × 10−6

M and proceeding by following the attractor, namely, by using
the values of xl obtained at the rightmost end (when finishing
the calculation of a horizontal line) to start the calculation for a
new horizontal line, after incrementing the parameter vertically.
The first 7 × 105 integration steps were disregarded as a
transient time needed to approach the attractor, with the
subsequent 140 × 105 steps used to compute up to 800 extrema
(maxima and minima) of the variable of interest, x3 (or Per

6+)
here, and checking whether peaks repeated or not. The number
of spikes in one period of oscillations was then displayed in the
so-called isospike diagrams,18,39−44 namely, a diagram obtained
by counting the number of peaks (local maxima) contained in
one period of the periodic oscillations of a variable of interest.
All isospike diagrams represent spikes using a palette of 17
colors. Solutions having more than 17 spikes were plotted by
recycling the 17 basic colors “modulo 17”, namely, by assigning
them a color index given by the remainder of the integer
division of the number of peaks by 17. Multiples of 17 are given
the index 17. Black is used to represent chaos (i.e., lack of
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numerically detectable periodicity), and white and gold mark
constant (i.e., nonoscillatory) solutions, if any, having
respectively nonzero or zero amplitudes of x3, the variable
under consideration.
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